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Features Key:

1 PLAYER VERSION for DOA6
4 Rounds 3vs3
All-new Turn-based Breathing System with Online and Offline Mode
Three New Characters
Completely NEW Glove & Foot Sensors
Four ALL NEW Music Tracks and Special Voice Charts
What players think of the new Breath System? Find out!
Enjoy 4-GIG Epic Dynamic Voice Over, English Subtitle & English & Japanese Tags
32-bit Full compatibility(Saves, Achievements, Quick-Links, XML Debugging, and Statistics)
Optional Music System Exclusives
Play as a New Identity on any Console, Controller, or All-in-One Mode!
"The title is easily the best system available for the DOA Engine&quot; - Game Cycloaddict
There are new characters, new models for old characters, and a bunch of improvements!
New Story, New Boss, New Music - or something like that - just download the trial and see
how it feels.

Additional Notes

PORN STAR VIA GAME DEVELOPER (read the rest of the reference)
DOA6 PROJECT DEVELOPER (read the rest of the reference)

---------------------------------

Playing Momiji & Iris Together

Modding for Co-op Tag Voting
Short Sample Script for doing this
Extra Short Script for Tag Match Stats
Lots of information on Momiji & Iris and the DOA Tag Vote system
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What's new:

====== DrGambit Roughly translated, here is the full
description on the site with Japanese edits. Momiji's theme
: [ The 2nd theme will be Iris. This theme focuses on the
personality of the winner of the doa6 series. Momiji, in this
movie, is a young Black cat. We are making Momiji with
empathy for cats, for which I plan to publish Cat Cafe.
There is a theme in which cats become big. Momiji's theme
is (the number is the dialogue value). This theme reflects the sense
of emotion (‘sad’, ‘surprise’) that can't be distinguished
between words, emotion of the concept. And a very big
sentiment as being "red" This theme depends largely on
the concept of which the director/his family likes. For
example, if it was the era in which fantasy was really
prominent, it may well be Momiji Princess (you know what
I mean). I won't give any examples, but the other theme
will be Iris. As a character in photography, this
representation aims to the place where Momiji goes to,
such as any flower. 
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How To Crack:

1. First of all go and Download thisDOA6 Gust Mashup -
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Momiji & Iris File from ourclick here to Download DOA6
Gust Mashup - Momiji & Iris.
1. Save the zipped file and Extract the file to the default
folder C:\Program Files\Assassins-Creed-
VODDOA6-MASHUP-Game\GTA.VOD
2. Start the Activation process by clicking on the game
icon and follow the instructions like the window will ask
you to install the game and if you agree with it then click
on Next and it will start the installation of DOA6 Gust
Mashup & Momiji & Iris game.
3. After its finished click on Proceed and it will proceed to
the GTA VOD pre-installed actions and What you need to
do in order to put the game by default and this step will
keep the game for lifetime.
4. If you agree with it then click I Agree & Activate this
game and Your Installation process for DOA6 Gust Mashup
& Momiji & Iris game is Completed.
Now we have to Run the game so just go to the game icon
and Start the game.
After that you will see the game selection screen.
Select the game name DOA6 Gust Mashup - Momiji & Iris to
proceed further.
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